Abstract. In the classical framework of formal languages, a refinement operation is modeled by a substitution and an abstraction by an inverse substitution. These mechanisms have been widely studied, because they describe a change in the specification level, from an abstract view to a more concrete one, or conversely. For timed systems, there is up to now no uniform notion of substitutions. In this paper, we study the timed substitutions in the general framework of signalevent languages, where both signals and events are taken into account. We prove that regular signal-event languages are closed under substitutions and inverse substitutions.
Introduction
Refinements and abstractions. Operations of refinements and abstractions are essential tools for the design and the study of systems, real-time or not. They allow to consider a given system at different levels of abstractions. For instance, some procedure or function can simply be viewed at some abstract level as a single action, and can be later expanded into all its possible behaviours at some more concrete level. Or conversely, a set of behaviours are merged together and replaced by a single action, in order to obtain a more abstract description.
These operations can be formally modeled by substitution and inverse substitution respectively. Therefore, substitutions have been extensively studied in the untimed framework, with the underlying idea that interesting classes of languages have to be closed under these operations.
Timed languages. In order to accept timed words, the model of timed automata was first proposed in [1, 2] . It has been widely studied for the last fifteen years and successfully applied to industrial cases. For this model, an observation, called a time-event word, may be viewed as an alternating sequence of waiting times and instantaneous actions. A timed automaton is a finite automaton extended with variables called clocks, designed to recognize time-event words: time elapses while the control stays in a given node and an event is observed when a discrete transition occurs.
Another model was introduced by [3] , and further studied in [10, 4, 11] with the aim of describing hardware systems. In this case, an observation is a signal word, i.e., a sequence of factors a d , where a is a signal and d is its duration. The original model of timed automata was then modified to fit this setting: a signal is emitted while the automaton stays in some state and no event is produced when a discrete transition is fired. In this framework, when a transition occurs between two states with the same signal a, we obtain a d1 followed by a d2 , which are merged into a d1+d2 . This phenomenon is called stuttering.
It was noticed in [4] that both approaches are complementary and can be combined in an algebraic formalism to obtain the so-called signal-event monoid. Timed automata can be easily adapted to take both signals and events into account, thus yielding signalevent automata: states emit signals and transitions produce events.
We consider in this paper both finite and infinite behaviors of signal-event automata and we also include unobservable events (ε-transitions) and hidden signals (τ -labeled states). It turns our that these features are very useful, for instance for handling abstractions. They also allow us to get as special cases the initial models of timed automata and signal automata.
Timed substitutions. Timed substitutions were studied in [8] for regular transfinite timeevent languages. In [8] , although no signal appear explicitely, actions are handled in a way similar (but not identical) to signals, without stuttering. Here we restrict the study of substitutions to finite and ω-sequences but we do handle signal stuttering which is a major difficulty.
Our contribution. The aim of this paper is to study the closure by substitutions and inverse substitutions of the families SEL ε and SEL of languages accepted by signalevent automata, with or without ε-transitions. We prove that the class SEL ε is closed under arbitrary substitutions and under arbitrary inverse substitutions. These closure properties are not verified by the class SEL in general. Nevertheless, we show that SEL is closed under inverse substitutions acting on events only, i.e., leaving signals unchanged, and we give a sufficient condition for its closure under substitutions. These results again show the robustness of the class SEL ε , which is in favour of signal-event automata including ε-transitions.
Outline of the paper. We first give in Section 2 precise definitions of finite and infinite signal-event languages, with the corresponding notion of signal-event automata and we recall some technical results on signal-event automata that will be crucial for further proofs. In Section 3, we define timed substitutions which are duration preserving mappings. We then study in Section 4 the closures of the classes SEL and SEL ε under reconizable substitutions and their inverses.
For lack of space, this paper does not contain the proofs of the correctness of the different automata constructions we proposed. These proofs are available in the technical report [6] .
Signal-event words and signal-event automata
Let Z be any set. We write Z * (respectively Z ω ) the set of finite (respectively infinite) sequences of elements in Z, with ε for the empty sequence, and Z ∞ = Z * ∪ Z ω the set of all sequences of elements in Z. The set Z ∞ is equipped with the usual partial concatenation defined from Z * × Z ∞ to Z ∞ .
Throughout this paper, we consider a time domain T which can be either the set N of natural numbers, the set Q + of non-negative rational numbers or the set R + of non-negative real numbers and we set T = T ∪ {∞}.
Signal-event words
We now describe the most general class of systems where both piecewise-constant signals and discrete events can occur, based on the signal-event monoid defined in [4] . We consider two finite alphabets Σ e and Σ s , with Σ = Σ e ∪ (Σ s × T): an element in Σ e is the label of an instantaneous event, while a pair (a, d) ∈ Σ s × T, written a d , associates a duration d with a signal a. Moreover, Σ s includes the special symbol τ for an internal (or hidden) signal, the purpose of which is to represent a situation where no signal can be observed.
Intuitively, signal-event words (SE-words for short and sometimes called timed words) correspond to sequences obtained from Σ ∞ by merging consecutive identical signals and removing internal τ -signals with duration 0. But note that signals different from τ may have a null duration.
Formally, the partial monoid of signal-event words is the quotient Σ ∞ / ≈ where ≈ is the congruence (with respect to the partial concatenation on Σ ∞ ) generated by
Signal-event (timed) automata
Our model of signal-event automata (also called timed automata in the sequel) is a variant of the basic models proposed in the literature, integrating both instantaneous and durational semantics: signals are associated with the control states, while instantaneous events occur when the system switches between two states.
Clocks and guards. Let X be a set of variables with values in T, called clocks. The set C(X) of guards or clock constraints over X consists of conjunctions of atomic formulas x ⊲⊳ c, for a clock x, a constant c ∈ T and a binary operator ⊲⊳ in {<, ≤, =, ≥, >}. A clock valuation v : X → T is a mapping that assigns to each clock x a time value v(x). The set of all clock valuations is T X . We write v |= g when the clock valuation v satisfies the clock constraint g. If t is an element of T and α a subset of X, the valuations v + t and v[α] are defined respectively by (v + t)(x) = v(x) + t, for each clock x in X and
Signal-event (timed) automata. A Büchi signal-event automaton over the time domain T is a tuple A = (Σ e , Σ s , X, Q, Q 0 , F, R, I, ℓ, ∆), where Σ e and Σ s are alphabets of events and signals, X is a finite set of T-valued clocks, Q is a finite set of control states, Q 0 ⊆ Q is a subset of initial states, F ⊆ Q is a subset of final states and R ⊆ Q corresponds to a Büchi acceptance condition. The mapping I : Q → C(X) associates with a state q ∈ Q an invariant I(q) being a conjunction of constraints of the form x ⊲⊳ c, with ⊲⊳ ∈ {<, ≤}, and ℓ : Q → Σ s associates a signal with each state.
The set of transitions is
is labeled by a guard g, an instantaneous event in Σ e or the unobservable event ε, and the subset α of clocks to be reset. When a = ε, it is called an ε-transition or a silent transition.
First examples of signal-event automata are given in Figure 1 (where double-circled nodes correspond to Büchi repeated states). The semantics of SE -automata will be given below. But intuitively,
-Since the concatenation merges consecutive identical signals (a d1 a d2 = a d1+d2 ), the language accepted by A 3 consists of the signal a emitted for a duration d ≥ 1. -A 4 accepts the signal a emitted for a duration d ≤ 1 (note that a 1 is accepted by an infinite run with successive durations Semantics. In order to define the semantics of SE -automata, we recall the notions of path and timed run through a path. A path in A is a finite or infinite sequence of consecutive transitions:
The path is said to be accepting if it starts in an initial state (q 0 ∈ Q 0 ) and either it is finite and ends in a final state, or it is infinite and visits infinitely often a repeated state q ∈ R. A run of the automaton through the path P is a sequence of the form:
where -d i ∈ T for i ≥ 0 and if P is finite with n transitions then the last step of the run must be
are clock valuations such that v 0 (x) = 0 for all x ∈ X, and for each i ≥ 0, we have
Note that if d i is finite, the condition about invariant I(q i ) can be replaced simply
The signal-event (timed) word generated by this run is simply (the equivalence class
. . . The signal-event (timed) language accepted by A over the time domain T and the alphabet Σ, written L(A), is the set of SE -words generated by (finite or infinite) accepting runs of A. Two automata A and B are equivalent
The set of all signal-event (timed) automata is denoted by SEA ε whereas SEA is the set of all signal-event automata using transitions with observable events only (i.e. with labels in Σ e instead of Σ e ∪ {ε}). The family of signal-event (timed) languages generated by some signal-event automaton in SEA ε (respectively SEA) is denoted by SEL ε (respectively SEL).
Remark 1.
A Zeno run is an infinite run for which the time sequence defined by t i = j≤i d j for i ≥ 0, is convergent (keeping the notations just above). We did not include the non Zeno condition for runs, requiring that each infinite accepting run has an infinite duration. Thus, Zeno runs accepting finite words with finite duration may occur. Although Zeno behaviours have been studied (see for instance [12, 9] ), it has been argued that excluding Zeno runs directly from the semantics of timed automata is a realistic assumption, since they do not appear in "real" systems. However, the semantics of timed automata used by model-checking tools like UPPAAL do include Zeno runs while performing forward reachability analysis (this can be easily checked with an example). Hence, we think that the theory should include Zeno runs as well.
We state now two properties that will be used to prove the main results of this paper. The constructions related to the following two propositions can be found in [7] . It turns out that any SE -automaton can be transformed into an equivalent one, in which finite accepting runs correspond exactly to finite words with finite duration. Note that the transformation removes a particular type of Zeno runs, those which contain ultimately only ε-transitions and a single signal. But it keeps Zeno runs corresponding to infinite words of finite duration. The previous result is interesting in itself for implementation issues: when a finite word with finite duration is accepted by an infinite run, we build instead a finite accepting run for this word. Furthermore, conditions ( †) and ( ‡) are crucial to prove the following closure property and are also used in the proof of Theorem 2.
Proposition 2. The class SEL ε is closed under intersection.
If we consider signal-event automata where ε-transitions are not allowed, the treament of the intersection becomes much simpler. Indeed, the intersection of two SEautomata without ε-transitions can be done in a classical way, i.e. as a product of automata and a suitable treatment of the Büchi conditions. But in the general case, the construction of an automaton recognizing the intersection is much more tricky. It can be found in [7] , together with references on related works.
Signal-event (timed) substitutions
Recall that substitutions are a suitable model for refinements. In the untimed framework, the image of each letter a ∈ Σ is a given language L a over another alphabet Σ ′ and a substitution is a morphism extending this mapping.
Dealing with timed words requires to preserve durations. Therefore, an instantaneous event must be replaced by SE -words with null duration, while a signal a with duration d must be replaced by SE -words of the same duration d. Formally, the new alphabet is also of the form
and a substitution σ is defined by a family of SE -languages (L a ) a∈Σe∪Σs such that:
Using Zeno-words in substitutions may give rise to transfinite sequences, therefore we have excluded them from the languages L a . Moreover, we assume that the internal signal τ is never modified, so that we always have L τ = {τ } × T. Then for each a ∈ Σ e , σ(a) = L a and for each a
A substitution is thus a duration preserving mapping.
Example 2.
-Choosing L f = {f } for f ∈ Σ e and L a = {τ 0 } ∪ {a} × (T \ {0}) for a ∈ Σ s leads to a substitution that cancel all signals with a null duration.
-Hiding some signal a is simulated by a substitution where L a = {τ } × T.
Timed substitutions and morphisms. It should be noticed that, while substitutions are morphisms in the untimed framework, this is not the case with our definition. For instance, assume that a is a signal such that L a = {b 2 }, then σ(a 1 ) = ∅ and σ(a
We call m-substitution a SE -substitution which is a morphism with respect to the partial concatenation. We have the following characterization: 
This proposition is easy to prove and shows that rather restrictive conditions should be added on the languages L a to obtain morphisms.
The notion of abstraction is fundamental in the study of systems, and in particular in their verification. It consists in replacing a set of behaviors with a single action in order to obtain a smaller system, simpler to study and to understand. The abstraction operation is thus the inverse of refinement. As in the untimed case, inverse substitutions provide a suitable model for abstractions in our framework.
For a substitution σ, the inverse substitution σ −1 is the operation defined for a language
We now focus on recognizable substitutions, whose associated languages are defined by SE -automata. Formally, a substitution σ defined by a family of languages (L a ) a∈Σe∪Σs is a SEL ε -substitution (a SEL-substitution resp.) if L a ∈ SEL ε (resp. L a ∈ SEL) for each a ∈ Σ e ∪ Σ s .
The aim of this paper is precisely to investigate the closure of the two classes of SE -languages SEL and SEL ε under recognizable substitutions and their inverse.
We first consider the special cases of renaming and event-hiding. Formally, a renaming is simply a substitution such that, for each f ∈ Σ e , L f = {g} for some g ∈ Σ ′ e , and for each a ∈ Σ s \{τ }, L a = {b}×T for some b ∈ Σ ′ s . An event-hiding is a substitution such that L f = {f } or L f = {ε} for f ∈ Σ e and L a = {a} × T for a ∈ Σ s . We have: Proposition 4.
The classes SEL and SEL ε are closed under renaming, 2. The class SEL ε is closed under event-hiding whereas SEL is not,
Proof. Point 1 is straightforward. For the second point, the closure of SEL ε under event-hiding was already noticed in [1] and the result easily extends to our framework: in order to hide the event a, one replaces a-labelled transitions by ε-transitions. For the class SEL, recall from [5] that the language Even = ((τ 2 ) * a) ∞ cannot be accepted by a timed automaton without ε-transitions. Consider the language
ω accepted by the automaton on the left of Figure 2 , with no final state, where the unique state is labeled τ and is both initial and repeated. Hiding the b's in L 1 yields the language h(L 1 ) accepted by the automaton in SEA ε on the right of Figure 2 . Since h(L 1 ) is the analogous of Even in our framework, it is not in the class SEL.
⊓ ⊔
The class SEL is not closed under SEL-substitution. Indeed, take L f = {b 0 f } and L c = {c 0 } which are accepted by the automata below and are therefore both in SEL. Consider also L = {c 0 f } ∈ SEL. Then σ(L) = {c 0 b 0 f } is not in SEL since it contains a SE -word with two consecutive distinct signals. The next result gives a sufficient condition on a substitution for the closure property of SEL to hold.
Theorem 1. Let L be a language in SEL and σ a SEL-substitution such that for each f ∈ Σ e the language L f contains only SE -words starting and ending with (instantaneous) events from Σ ′ e . Then σ(L) belongs to SEL. Proof. We prove the theorem for a substitution acting only on events or acting only on signals. The general case is obtained using compositions of such elementary substitutions and of renaming.
We first show how to handle substitution of events. So let σ be a SEL-substitution satisfying the condition of the theorem and which is defined by a family (L a ) a∈Σe∪Σs of SEL-languages. Since σ acts only on events, we have L a = {a} × T for all a ∈ Σ s . For f ∈ Σ e , the language L f is accepted by some SEA-automaton A f with only one clock x f which is never tested or reset, with no repeated states, where all the guards are true and where all final states carry the invariant x f ≤ 0 in order to ensure that each accepted SE -word has a null duration. Moreover, from the hypothesis on σ, we can assume that all initial and final states are labelled τ . Now, let L ⊆ SE (Σ) be accepted by a SEA-automaton A. We build from A a SEAautomaton A ′ accepting σ(L) as follows. For each state q, we consider a new copy A q f of A f and we replace any transition (p, g, f, α, q) by the following set of transitions: Again, the clock operations on x f ensure an instantaneous traversal of A q f . The initial, final and repeated states remain those of A. Clearly A ′ is a SEA-automaton and we can show that it accepts σ(L).
We now handle substitution of signals. Let σ be a SEL-substitution defined by a family (L a ) a∈Σe∪Σs of SEL-languages. We assume that σ acts only on signals, i.e., L f = {f } for each f ∈ Σ e . For a ∈ Σ s , the language L a is accepted by some
We assume that all the X a 's are pairwise disjoints.
Let A = (Σ e , Σ s , X, Q, Q 0 , F, R, I, ℓ, ∆) be a SEA-automaton accepting a language L ⊆ SE (Σ). We assume that X is disjoint from the X a 's. We build from A a SEA-automaton A ′ accepting σ(L) as follows. For each state p of A with label a, we consider a new copy A p of A a in which the invariant I(p) is added to all states: I p (r p ) = I a (r) ∧ I(p) if r p is the copy of state r ∈ Q a . To build A ′ , we start with the disjoint union of all the A p 's and we add switching transitions:
If (p, g, f, α, q) is a transition of A then for each final state r p of A p and each initial state s q of A q we add the transition (r p , g, f, α ∪ X ℓ(q) , s q ) to A ′ .
The initial states of A ′ are the initial states of all A p such that p ∈ Q 0 . The final states of A ′ are the final states of all A p such that p ∈ F . An infinite path of A ′ is accepting if -either it uses infinitely many switching transitions (r p , g, f, α ∪ X ℓ(q) , s q ) with p ∈ R, -or else, it stays ultimately in some A p with p ∈ F and it visits R p infinitely often.
We can easily transform the automaton A ′ in order to get a classical Büchi condition if needed. We can check that A ′ accepts σ(L).
We will now show that the class SEL ε is closed under SEL ε -substitutions. The construction for the substitution of signals given in the previous proof does not work. Indeed, by definition, a substitution must be applied to a word in normal form. The difficulty comes from the fact that in the automaton for L, a factor a d of some normal form may be generated by a path with several a-labelled states and even τ -labelled states that are crossed instantaneously if all these states are linked by ε-transitions. So we cannot simply replace each a-labelled state by a copy of A a .
To circumvent this difficulty, we use a proof technique inspired from rational transductions and that can be applied to establish the closure of the class SEL ε both under SEL ε -substitutions and their inverse. Hence, we state and prove both results simultaneously. It should be noted that these closure properties hold for arbitrary substitutions, showing once again the robustness of the class SEL ε .
Theorem 2.
The class SEL ε is closed under SEL ε -substitution and inverse SEL ε -substitution.
Proof. Let σ be a SEL ε -substitution from SE (Σ) to SE (Σ ′ ) given by a family of automata (A a ) a∈Σe∪Σs , with
We assume that these automata satisfy condition ( †) of Proposition 1.
We use the same technique to prove both closure properties. We show that σ(L) and σ −1 (L) can both be expressed as a projection of the intersection of a SEL ε -language with an inverse projection of L. This is in the spirit of rational transductions for classical word languages.
Consider a new alphabetΣ =Σ e ∪Σ s × T withΣ e = Σ e ⊎ Σ ′ e (⊎ is the disjoint union) andΣ s = Σ s × Σ ′ s (we identify (τ, τ ) with the unobservable signal τ ). The projections π 1 and π 2 are the morphisms defined by:
With this definition we have
Note that projection π i is a composition of an event-hiding and a signal-renaming. By Proposition 4 we deduce that the projection by π i of a SEL ε language is again in the class SEL ε .
For L ⊆ SE (Σ), we let π
. We will show later that if L is recognizable then so is π −1 i (L). We will also define a recognizable language M ⊆ SE (Σ) with the following properties:
1. for each w ∈ M , we have π 2 (w) ∈ σ(π 1 (w)), 2. for each u ∈ SE (Σ) and v ∈ σ(u), there exists w ∈ M such that u = π 1 (w) and v = π 2 (w).
and let u ∈ L with v ∈ σ(u). Using property 2 of M we find w ∈ M with π 1 (w) = u and π 2 (w) = v. Then,
Using property 2 of M we find w ∈ M with π 1 (w) = u and π 2 (w) = v. Then,
By definition, we have v = π 2 (w) ∈ L and using property 1 of M , we get v ∈ σ(u). Hence, σ(u) ∩ L = ∅ and u ∈ σ −1 (L). We already know that SEL ε -languages are closed under intersection (Proposition 2) and projections π i . To conclude the proof of Theorem 2, it remains to show that they are also closed under inverse projections π
and to define the SEL ε -language M with the properties above.
We show first that SEL ε -langagues are closed under inverse projections π 
The set of transitions∆ is defined by:
1. All transitions (p, g, f, α, q) ∈ ∆ are kept in∆. 2. For all f ′ ∈ Σ ′ e and q ∈ Q, we put (q, true,
We use a generalized acceptance condition for infinite paths. By transforming the automaton we can get a classical Büchi condition if needed. An infinite path is accepting if it uses -either infinitely many transitions (p, g, f, α, q) of type 1 with q ∈ R, -or ultimately transitions of type 2 and 3 only around some state q ∈ F .
We show that L(Â) = π −1 1 (L). Let w be a word overΣ accepted byÂ. We consider a run ofÂ for w through an accepting pathP . Erasing from this path all transitions of type 2 and 3 above, we obtain a path P of A. IfP is finite then it ends in a final state q ∈F = F and P is also accepting since it ends in state q. IfP uses infinitely many transitions (p, g, f, α, q) of type 1 with q ∈ R, then P is infinite and visits R infinitely often, hence it is also accepting. Finally, ifP is infinite and uses ultimately transitions of type 2 and 3 only around some state q ∈ F , then P is finite and accepting since it ends in state q. In all cases, P is an accepting path of A. We can show that π 1 (w) admits a run through P . Therefore, π 1 (w) ∈ L.
Conversely, let w ∈ SE (Σ) and assume that π 1 (w) ∈ L is accepted by a run 1 f 2 · · · with a i = ℓ(q i ) for i ≥ 0. We deduce that w ≈ w 0 f 1 w 1 f 1 w 2 · · · with π 1 (w i ) = a di i . Now, if w i is finite with finite duration then we find a pathP i following the normal form of w i , starting and ending in q i , and using transitions of type 2 and 3 only. If w i is infinite or with infinite duration then the path P must be finite ending in state q i ∈ F since P is accepting. Then, we find an infinite pathP i for w i using only transitions of type 2 and 3 around q i . Note that if w i is finite with infinite duration, then it ends with b ∞ for some b ∈ Σ ′ s and we still need an infinite path ultimately alternating between states q i and (q i , b). Finally,P =P 0 g1,f1,α1 − −−−− →P 1 g2,f2,α2 − −−−− →P 2 · · · is a path in A and it is easy to see thatP is accepting. Moreover, we can show that w admits a run throughP and therefore, w is accepted byÂ.
We turn now to the definition of M . For f ∈ Σ e and a ∈ Σ s \ {τ }, we define
Note that for w ∈ M a with a ∈ Σ e ∪ Σ s we have π 2 (w) ∈ σ(π 1 (w)) as required by property 1 of M . Moreover, if f ∈ Σ e and v ∈ σ(f ) then there exists w ∈ M f such that π 1 (w) = f and π 2 (w) = v. Similarly, if a d ∈ Σ s × T (with d > 0 if a = τ ) and v ∈ σ(a d ) then there exists w ∈ M a such that π 1 (w) = a d and π 2 (w) = v. Intuitively, M consists of finite or infinite products of words in a∈Σe∪Σs M a except that, in order to ensure that the first projection is in normal form, we should not allow consecutive factors associated with the same signal. Formally, we define
